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ABSTRACT

1.

Aggregated search is the task of blending results from different specialized search services, or verticals, into the web
search results. Aggregated search coherence refers to the degree to which results from different systems focus on similar
senses of the query. While cross-component coherence has
been cited as an important criterion for whole-page evaluation, its effect on search behavior has not been deeply investigated in prior research. In this work, we focus on the coherence between two aggregated search components: images
and web results. In particular, we investigate whether the
query-senses associated with the blended image results can
influence user interaction with the web results. For example,
if a user wants web results about “jaguar” the animal, are
they more likely to examine the web results if the image results contain pictures of the animal instead of pictures of the
car? Based on two large user studies, our results show that
the image results can systematically affect user interaction
with the web results. If the web results are largely consistent
with the search task, then the effect of the image results is
small. However, if the web results are only marginally consistent with the search task, such as when they are highly
diversified across query-senses, the image results have a significant effect on user interaction with the web results. Our
findings have implications on current research in whole-page
evaluation, aggregated search, and diversity ranking.

Commercial search services (e.g., Bing, Google, and Yahoo!) currently provide access to a wide range of systems,
known as verticals. Example verticals include search engines
for images, videos, and news articles, as well as applications
that provide information such as weather forecasts, stock
quotes, and driving directions. While many verticals have
direct search capabilities, in some situations a user may not
know that a vertical is relevant or may want results from several verticals at once. Thus, an increasingly important problem for commercial search services is the prediction and integration of relevant vertical results into the core web results.
In the research literature, this task is referred to as aggregated search. Typically, verticals are presented by blending
a few of their results somewhere above, within, or below the
first page of web results. The end goal is to either satisfy
the user directly with the aggregated vertical results, or to
at least convey how the information need might be satisfied
by searching within a specific vertical.
Aggregated search coherence refers to the extent to which
the results from different systems (different vertical search
engines and the web search engine) focus on similar senses
of the query. Suppose that a user issues the query “joplin”
and the aggregated system decides to blend image results
into the web results. If the web results focus on the town
of Joplin, Missouri and the blended image results focus on
the artist Janis Joplin, then one might say that the web and
image results have a low level of coherence. Conversely, if
both types of results focus on the same query sense (the town
or the artist) or a similar mixture of both, then one might say
that the web and image results have a high level of coherence.
In this work, we investigate the effect of aggregated search
coherence on search behavior. If a user is looking for web
results about Joplin, Missouri and the blended image results
are mostly pictures of Janis Joplin, does this affect the user’s
decision to explore the web results?
Traditional IR evaluation uses Cranfield-style methodologies involving a corpus, a set of queries, relevance judgments
made outside the context of a particular retrieval, and evaluation metrics that operate on a ranking of judged documents [11]. In recent years, however, new evaluation methods have been proposed in order to address the fact that
users interact with results within the context of other results
and within the context of other information displayed in the
results page (web results, vertical results, query suggestions,
advertisements, etc.)[6]. While cross-component coherence
has been cited as an important criterion for whole-page evaluation, its effect on users’ assessments of the search results,
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INTRODUCTION

or its effect on search behavior, has not been investigated
in prior work and many questions remain. Can the blended
results from a particular vertical affect a user’s evaluation of
the web results and their decision to interact with them? Are
visually salient verticals like images more influential than
textual verticals like news? Does it depend on where the
vertical is blended? Does it also depend on the web results?
As a starting point into these research questions, the current paper focuses on two aggregated search components:
images and web results. We present two user studies that
investigate how the blended image results can affect a user’s
assessment of the web results and, consequently, their decision to interact with the web results or reformulate the
query. More concretely, we explore the following scenario.
A user wants web results on a particular topic (e.g., tourism
information for Joplin, Missouri) and enters an underspecified, ambiguous query (e.g., “joplin”). In response to this
query, the system decides to blend image results into the
web results. Is the user more likely to interact with the web
results if the image results are consistent with the search
task (i.e., pictures of Joplin, Missouri vs. pictures of Janis
Joplin)? And, if the image results have an effect, does the
magnitude of the effect also depend on the web results?
Several trends suggest that the scenario we explore is a
practical problem. First, queries are oftentimes ambiguous.
Sanderson [22] found that about 4% of all unique queries and
16% of all head queries issued to a commercial search engine
are ambiguous. Second, given an ambiguous query, the distribution of senses represented in the top results from different systems may be different for two reasons: the distribution of senses within different document collections may be
different (e.g., an image collection might have more images
of Janis Joplin than Joplin, Missouri) and the distribution
of senses associated with queries issued to different systems
may be different (e.g., a news vertical may see more users interested in Joplin, Missouri than Janis Joplin).1 Given that
search engine results are influenced by the content in the collection as well as previous user interactions, it is conceivable
for two different systems to retrieve a different distribution
of senses for the same query. Finally, previously published
aggregated search techniques are not explicitly designed or
tuned to ensure coherence between results from different systems. While most aggregated search techniques use machine
learning to combine different types of features [4, 5, 2, 13,
20, 19], none of the previously reported features focus on coherence. Furthermore, coherence is not explicitly considered
in existing methods for aggregated search optimization [4,
5, 2, 3, 13, 20, 19].
Outside of the field of information retrieval, an extensive
amount of research has shown that in certain situations people associate attributes of a contextual stimulus to an object
being judged. This effect is known as an assimilation effect
and has been observed, for example, in people’s judgements
about the quality of a business [17], the quality of a product [24, 18], or the meaning of a survey question [12, 26].
To our knowledge, assimilation effects have not been investigated in prior work in information retrieval.
Within the current study, we treat the blended image results as the contextual stimulus and the web results as the
object being judged. Our main hypothesis is that if the
blended images are on the same sense as the search task, an
1
The U.S. town of Joplin, Missouri has been in the news
since it was hit by a tornado in 2011.

assimilation effect causes users to make a more positive preliminary assessment of the web results, as indicated by their
decision to interact with the web results. Conversely, if the
blended images are on a different sense as the search task,
an assimilation effect causes users to make a more negative
preliminary assessment of the web results, as indicated by
their decision to reformulate the query without interacting
with the web results.

1.1

Research Questions

We study the effects of aggregated search coherence on
search behavior and focus on two specific aggregated search
components: image vertical results and web results. In particular, we investigate whether the query-senses represented
within the blended image results can affect user interaction
with the web results, and, if so, whether the magnitude of
the effect depends on the web results. More explicitly, we
address the following research questions.
RQ1: How do the senses represented in the web results
affect user interaction with the web results?
RQ2: How do the senses represented in the blended
image results affect user interaction with the web results?
RQ3: Are there interaction effects? Does the effect of
the images also depend on the web results?
RQ4: How do the senses represented in the image
results affect user interaction with the types of web
results returned by a competitive commercial system?

2.

RELATED WORK

Query ambiguity has long been recognized as an important problem in information retrieval. If a user issues the
query “jaguar”, do they mean the animal or the car? A recent query-log analysis conducted by Sanderson [22] found
that about 4% of all unique queries and about 16% of all
unique head queries issued to a commercial search engine
had multiple senses. In the current study, we investigate
whether the query-senses represented in the blended image
results affect user interaction with the web results. Sanderson’s analysis shows that ambiguous queries are common.
Given an ambiguous query, a common strategy for search
systems is to diversify the search results (e.g., to return results about jaguar the car and the animal). The importance
of diversifying search results is reflected in the development
of new algorithms for ranking [28, 21, 7] and metrics for
evaluation [9, 1, 8, 10]. Common to all these methods, however, is the assumption of homogeneous results (e.g., only
web results). None of these methods for diversity ranking
and evaluation consider the potential impact of vertical results being blended into the web results (particularly from
visually salient verticals like images).
Aggregated search is the task of blending vertical results
into the web results and is typically decomposed into two
tasks: predicting which verticals to present (vertical selection [4, 5, 13, 15, 16]) and predicting where in the web results
to present them (vertical presentation [2, 3, 20, 19]). Existing methods for vertical selection and presentation use machine learning to combine different types of features: properties of the query string [4, 5, 2, 15], the predicted relevance
of the vertical results [4, 5, 2, 13, 15], the similarity between

the query and those issued directly to the vertical by users [4,
5, 13], and implicit feedback signals derived from previous
presentations of the vertical [13, 20, 19]. None of the previously reported features, however, explicitly consider the
coherence between results from different sources.
Aggregated search evaluation is typically done with respect to editorial judgments—a human assessor decides that
a particular vertical is relevant to the query and should be
blended in a particular position [4, 5, 14, 3]—or, in a production environment, with respect to user-generated clicks and
skips [13, 20]. Both evaluation methods punish false-positive
vertical predictions. One of our contributions is that we investigate whether certain false-positive predictions degrade
the user experience more than others. For example, suppose a user only wants web results and the system decides
to present image results (i.e., arguably a false-positive error). Can certain image results have a greater effect on the
user’s assessment of the web results?
A few user studies have investigated search and preference
behavior with aggregated search interfaces. These studies
have shown two important trends. First, users prefer to see
results from relevant verticals at the top of the blended results [25, 27] and, second, users tend to click more on visually
salient verticals (e.g., video) irrespective of rank and relevance [25]. We build upon this work by investigating the effect of results from the images vertical (also visually salient)
on user interaction with results from a different source (i.e.,
the web results).
Search engines present users with many different types of
information (e.g., web results, vertical results, query suggestions, related searches, advertisements, etc.). Bailey et al.
propose a whole-page evaluation methodology referred to as
Student Assignment Satisfaction Index (SASI) [6]. The evaluation methodology focuses on eliciting quality judgments
from assessors on parts of the SERP within the context of
the whole. While query-sense coherence between components is mentioned as an important criterion for whole-page
evaluation, its effect on user behavior or user satisfaction
was not investigated [6].
Outside of information retrieval, the effect of images on
people’s responses to textual elements has been investigated
within the field of survey design. While survey designers
sometimes use pictures to supplement survey questions and
make surveys more engaging, prior research shows that pictures can systematically affect respondents’ interpretation
of a survey question [12, 26]. Couper et al. investigated the
effect of pictures on survey questions that asked respondents
how frequently they engaged in a specific activity (e.g., going shopping or eating out) [12]. Respondents exposed to a
“high-frequency” image (e.g., an image of someone shopping
for groceries or eating fast-food) reported greater numbers
than those exposed to a “low-frequency” image (e.g., an image of someone shopping for clothes or eating at an intimate
restaurant). The pictures influenced the respondents’ interpretation of the text. In more recent work, Toepoel and
Couper found that the influence of pictures can be counteracted by making the survey question more explicit (e.g.,
by describing what qualifies as “going shopping” or “eating
out”, whether it be a high- or low-frequency definition) [26].
Finally, and more generally, within the fields of psychology and marketing, a significant amount of research has been
aimed at understanding how contextual stimuli (e.g., an image) can affect a person’s assessment of an object (e.g., a

survey question) [23]. One such effect is referred to as an
assimilation effect—a person assigns attributes of the contextual stimulus to the object being evaluated. In psychology studies, an assimilation effect is usually measured based
on subjects’ responses to specific questions about the object being evaluated. For example, Meyers et al. [17] asked
participants to rate a new restaurant after being told that
the restaurant’s venue was previously occupied by a different high-end restaurant (in one condition) vs. a fast-food
restaurant (in another condition). As predicted, subjects in
the first condition rated the restaurant more favorably. In
the current study, we treat the blended image results as the
contextual stimulus and the web results as the object being
evaluated. However, we did not ask participants to explicitly rate the web results. Instead, we observed their search
behavior under different conditions. Our assumption is that
participants did not interact with the web results when they
believed the web results did not contain the sought-after information or when they did not want to expend the effort
to make a more thorough assessment.

3.

METHOD

Two separate studies were conducted, referred to as Study
1 and Study 2. Both studies consisted of subjects completing
a series of search tasks using a live search engine and both
studies had a similar objective: to investigate whether the
query-senses represented in the blended image results have
an effect on users’ interaction with the web results.

3.1

Experimental Protocol

Study 1 and Study 2 followed a similar protocol (Figure 1).
Subjects were given access to a live search engine and asked
to find a webpage containing a specific type of information.
Search task descriptions were given in the form of a question
(e.g., “What country makes the electric sports car Tesla?”)
or a request for information (e.g., “Find a website that contains tourism information about Santa Fe, New Mexico.”).
Prior to starting the search session, subjects were told that
in order “to get them started” they would be presented with
an initial query and a set of results. We refer to this as
the initial SERP. From the initial SERP, subjects were instructed to search naturally, by either examining the results
provided in the initial SERP or by issuing their own queries.
Selecting a particular webpage as “containing the requested
information” concluded the task. The live search engine provided to participants was implemented using the Bing Web
Search API. All queries, results, clicks, and webpage selections were recorded in our server.
In both studies, the initial SERP is where the experimental manipulation took place. The initial SERP was artificially constructed in order to test different experimental
conditions, for example, by blending images into the web
results and varying the distribution of senses represented in
the image results. The experimental manipulation of the initial SERP was not communicated to the study participants.
Outcome measures were derived from subjects’ interactions
with the initial SERP. For example, we considered the number of times a participant clicked on a web results in the
initial SERP. The initial SERP was the only SERP that
was artificially altered. All user-generated queries were issued to the Bing Web Search API in real-time and the actual
algorithmic results were presented.

displayed the webpage in an HTML frame covering almost
the entire screen (Figure 2(d)). Above this frame, we provided the search task description and a button labeled “Click
here if the this pages contains the requested information”.
Clicking this button selected the current page as containing the answer to the question or the requested information.
Finally, participants were given a task-specific completion
code (Figure 2(e)) and were asked to copy and paste this
code into the “validate code” textbox in the original instructions page (Figure 2(f)). After validating the completion
code entered, participants were allowed to submit the HIT.

start

instructions

initial SERP

reformulate
query

interact with
initial SERP

select
webpage

end

Figure 1: Flow diagram description of the protocol
used in both studies.
Both studies were run using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
(AMT).2 Amazon’s Mechanical Turk is a crowdsourcing internet marketplace in which requesters can publish relatively simple tasks, referred to as Human Intelligence Tasks
(HITs), to be completed by workers in exchange for compensation. Search tasks were implemented as external HITs,
meaning that all interactions with our search system, including the assignment of subjects (or workers in AMT parlance)
to search tasks and experimental conditions, was managed
in our own server. As described in more detail later, this allowed us to avoid learning effects and to do early detection
and filtering of careless workers.
Figure 2 shows a few screenshots from one of our HITs.
At the start of each HIT, subjects were first given a set of
instructions (Figure 2(a)). A hyperlink provided in these instructions took participants to a more detailed description
of the protocol, which included a description of the initial
SERP as a means to “get them started” with the search task.
After reading these instructions, participants were asked to
click the “start task” button in order to begin the search task.
Clicking the “start button” opened the initial SERP in a separate browser tab (Figure 2(b)). The initial SERP displayed
the search task description at the top (in this case, “Find the
official website of the Irish musical band the Cranberries.”),
a task-specific query (in this case, “cranberries”), and a set
of web results along with a set of optional blended image results (in this experimental condition, pictures of cranberries
the fruit). The search task description was provided as an
embedded image to prevent participants from copying and
pasting it into the query box. From the initial SERP, subjects were free to search naturally by either examining the
results provided in the initial SERP or by issuing their own
queries (Figure 2(c)). All user-generated queries were issued
to the Bing Web Search API (via our server). Clicking on
a search result (either a web result presented in the initial
SERP or one returned in response to a user-generated query)
2

https://www.mturk.com

3.2

Search Tasks

Each of our search tasks consists of four components. The
search task description corresponds to a question or request
for information. Subjects were given the search task description and asked to find a webpage containing the requested information (e.g., “Find a website that lists places in the world
where pumas can be found in the wild.”). Additionally, each
search task had two senses: the target sense corresponds to
the same sense as the search task description (e.g., puma
the animal) and the off-target sense corresponds to a different sense (e.g., Puma the athletic shoe brand). Finally, the
initial query corresponds to a short string that a user might
issue to a search engine while looking for the information requested in the search task description (e.g., “pumas”). The
initial query, as opposed to the search task description, was
ambiguous in terms of the desired sense: the target sense
(e.g., puma the animal), the off-target sense (e.g., Puma
the athletic shoe brand), or any other sense (e.g., Puma the
Brazilian sports car).
A total of 105 search tasks were created using the following procedure. First, it was necessary to identify a set of
ambiguous entities (single terms or phrases with multiple
meanings). Following Sanderson [22], we collected a large
set of ambiguous entities by automatically identifying all
the Wikipedia disambiguation pages. In Wikipedia, a disambiguation page serves as a navigational hub, providing
links to Wikipedia articles on specific senses of the entity.3
Wikipedia disambiguation pages were identified using regular expressions (e.g., pages having “(disambiguation)” in the
title or the “{{disambig}}” tag in the Wiki markup). A total
of 122,130 Wikipedia disambiguation pages were identified.4
The second step was to identify the subset of ambiguous
entities that might be issued as a query to a commercial
system. We did not want participants to be surprised by
seeing the entity as the initial query. To this end, we omitted
all ambiguous entities not appearing in the AOL query-log.
Out of the original 122,130 ambiguous entities, 34,151 (28%)
had an exact-match query in the AOL query-log.
The third step was to identify those entities with exactly
two senses with a strong image orientation. We did not want
participants to be surprised by seeing blended image results
in response to the entity, and more specifically, image results
associated with a mixture of senses (e.g., pictures of pumas
the animal and Puma shoes). In other words, we wanted
to avoid entities such as “leopard”, which has two senses
(the animal and the operating system), but only one sense
(the animal) has a strong image orientation. This goal was
3

See, for example, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puma
We believe this number is larger than that reported in
Sanderson [22] because we used a newer version of Wikipedia
(latest available on 11/19/2011).
4
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Figure 2: Screenshots from one of our Mechanical Turk HITs.
accomplished in two steps. First, we issued each entity in
the set of 34,151 to the Bing search engine and, via screenscraping, identified the subset that triggered blended image
vertical results. A subset of 3,452 entities (10%) triggered
blended image results. Then, we used the Bing Images API
to cache the top-20 image results returned in response to
these entities. Topics were then randomly sorted and the
first 105 entities with image results associated with exactly
two senses were identified manually.
Finally, search tasks were created by constructing the
search task description consistent with one of the two senses
represented in the top-20 image results (e.g., “Find a website that lists places in the world where pumas can be found
in the wild.”). The target sense was set to the same sense
as the search task description (e.g., puma the animal) and
the off-target sense was set to the other sense represented
in the top-20 image results (e.g., Puma the athletic shoe
brand). The initial query was set to the Wikipedia entity
(e.g., “puma”). Table 1 shows ten example search tasks.

3.3

Study 1

Study 1 used a full factorial design with three independent
variables: search task, blended images, and answer rank. We
used a total of 80 experimental search tasks designed as
described above. The blended images variable manipulated
the distribution of senses associated with the image results
presented in the initial SERP and had four possible values:
• No images: no images blended into the initial SERP;
• On-target images: 6 images blended into the initial
SERP between web results 3 and 4, with all images
associated with the target sense (consistent with the
search task description);
• Off-target images: 6 images blended into the initial
SERP between web results 3 and 4, with all images
associated with the off-target sense (inconsistent with
the search task description); and

• Mixed images: 6 image results blended into the initial
SERP between web results 3 and 4, with 3 images associated with the target sense and 3 images associated
with the off-target sense.
The 12 images associated with each task (6 on-target and 6
off-target) were identified manually from the top-20 images
returned by the Bing Image Search API and were cached
in advance. Manual pruning was done in order to remove
near-duplicates and to ensure good image quality. The 6 images displayed in the mixed images condition were selected
randomly from the set of 12 (3 on-target and 3 off-target).
In addition to manipulating the blended image results,
we also manipulated the web results. The answer rank variable was manipulated in the following manner. First, for
each search task, we identified one web result containing the
requested information. We refer to this web result as the
answer page. Second, we identified ten web results returned
in response to the initial query that were all associated with
the off-target sense (inconsistent with the search task description). All web results (titles, summary snippets, and
URLs) were cached in advance using the Bing Web Search
API. The answer rank variable had five values: the answer
page presented at rank 1, 3, 4, 8, and 10. The remaining
9/10 web results (excluding the answer page) were all on the
off-target sense. The initial SERP layouts associated with
Study 1 are shown Figure 3
Study 1 had 1,600 unique conditions (80 search tasks × 4
image conditions × 5 answer rank conditions = 1,600). Additionally, we collected six redundant data points per condition, for a total 9,600 experimental units. Each experimental
unit was executed as a Mechanical Turk HIT. Each HIT was
priced at $0.10 USD.
Running user studies on Mechanical Turk requires quality
control. Careless workers were filtered in two ways. First,
we restricted our HITs to workers with a 95% acceptance
rate or greater and workers within the U.S. (to help ensure
English proficiency). Second, we identified and filtered careless workers early. To this end, we used the fact that only

Table 1:

Example search tasks.

The search task description corresponds to the question or information request given to

subjects, the target sense corresponds to the sense associated with the search task description, the off-target sense corresponds
to a tangential, but still popular sense, and the initial query corresponds to the query displayed in the initial SERP.
Search Task Desciption
Target Sense
Off-Target Sense
Initial Query
Where in Europe are the Pyrenees Mountains located?
mountain range
dog breed
pyrenees
What is latest album released by Seal?
musician
animal
seal
Where in the U.S. is the island of Captiva?
island
automobile
captiva
Find a website that contains information about the Kiwi bird.
bird
fruit
kiwi
Find the official website of the SCUBA diving equipment manufacturer Aqualung.
company
musical band
aqualung
What is the real name of the U2 guitarist The Edge?
person
movie
the edge
Find a website that contains tourism information about Manhattan in NYC.
location
cocktail
manhattan
Find the official website of the musical band Rogue Wave
musical band
phenomenon
rogue wave
Is the lotus plant an aquatic plant?
plant
automobile
lotus
Do black sheep actually occur in nature?
animal
movie
black sheep

web results exactly as returned by the Bing Web Search API
(i.e., no experimental manipulation).
The web results in Study 1 were artificially altered, which
has advantages and disadvantages. On one hand, it allowed
us to perform a detailed analysis of search behavior. For example, it allowed us to determine whether users look more
closely at the web result immediately above or immediately
below the blended image results. On the other hand, the
web results did not exactly match those returned by a competitive system for the initial query. We addressed this limitation in Study 2.
prev 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 next

(a)

prev 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 next

(b)

Figure 3: Study 1 layouts associated with (a) blended
images = no images and (b) blended images = ontarget, off-target, and mixed. The web ranks shown
in black denote the possible ranks for the answer
page.

one web results in the initial SERP was on the target sense.
All other web results were on the off-target sense. We interpreted the selection of an off-target web result as “containing
the requested information” as a sign of careless work. Participants who selected more than two off-target web results
from the initial SERP were not allowed to do more HITs.
Finally, in order to avoid learning effects, the assignment
of participants to experimental conditions was managed dynamically within our server, using the AMT Worker ID to
identify the participant. Workers were assigned to experimental conditions based on the following criteria. First,
workers were not exposed to the same search task more than
once, even if the worker did not complete the task. Second,
the combination of image condition and answer rank condition was randomized for each participant. Beyond these
constraints, each participant was allowed to do as few or as
many tasks as desired. Finally, to disguise the purpose of
the study, we published 3,000 “distractor” HITs. These were
associated with an additional 25 search tasks (different from
the 80 experimental search tasks, for a total of 105 search
tasks). The initial SERPs associated with distractor tasks
did not present image results and presented the algorithmic

3.4

Study 2

Study 2 also had a full factorial design, but had only two
independent variables: search task and blended images. The
possible values associated with these variables were identical to those in Study 1. The difference was that in Study
2, the web results presented in the initial SERP were not
manipulated. Instead, we always presented the top-10 algorithmic web results returned by the Bing Web Search API
in response to the initial query. By doing so, we were able
to study the effect of the blended image results on user interaction with state-of-the-art web results (RQ4).
While we did not manipulate the web results for each
search task, we wanted to study the interaction effects between the query-sense distributions in the image and web
results. To this end, we grouped search tasks into three
bins: a high, mid, and low target-sense bin.
The binning was done as follows. First, for each search
task, we manually identified which of the top-10 algorithmic web results were on the target sense (the same as the
search task description). Second, for each search task, we
scored the top-10 web results using NDCG@10, by considering the target-sense as the ‘relevant’ class. NDCG@10 was
computed as,
NDCG@10 =

10
sense(r)
1 X
,
Z r=1 log2 (max(r, 2))

where Z is the the NDCG normalizing factor (assuming all
top-10 web results on the target sense) and the function
sense(r) returns 1 if the web result at rank r is on the target sense and 0 if it is on a different sense. A non-zero
NDCG@10 score means that at least one web result is on
the target sense. The greater the score, the greater the number of top-10 web results on the target sense and the higher
their ranks. Finally, search tasks were binned by assigning
the top 20% to the high bin (mean NDCG = 0.896, stdev
= 0.095), the middle 60% to the mid bin (mean NDCG =

% Found Answer in Initial SERP

0.480, stdev = 0.138), and the bottom 20% to the low bin
(mean NDCG = 0.156, stdev = 0.077).
Study 2 had 320 unique conditions (80 search tasks ×
4 image conditions = 320). Additionally, we collected 20
redundant data points per condition, for a total 6,400 experimental units. Each experimental unit was executed as a
Mechanical Turk HIT. Each HIT was priced at $0.10 USD.
Quality control was done the same as in Study 1. We
interpreted the selection of an off-target web result in the
initial SERP as evidence of careless work. Participants who
selected more than two off-target web results from the initial
SERP were not allowed to do more HITs. As in Study 1,
to avoid learning effects, the assignment of participants to
experimental conditions was randomized dynamically.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
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RESULTS

Our goal was to investigate the effect of aggregated search
coherence on search behavior. More specifically, we investigated four research questions: (RQ1) the effect of the querysenses represented in the web results on user interaction with
the web results, (RQ2) the effect of the query-senses represented in the image results on user interaction with the
web results, (RQ3) possible interaction effects between the
query-senses represented in the web results and the image
results, and (RQ4) the effect of the query-senses represented
in the image results on user interaction with state-of-the-art
web results.

4.1

Study 1 Results

In Study 1, we manipulated the query-sense distribution
associated with the image results and the web results presented in the initial SERP. Again, the image results were
manipulated by presenting no image results, all image results on the target query-sense (consistent with the search
task description), all image results on the off-target querysense (inconsistent with the search task description), and an
even mix of the two. The web results were manipulated by
showing 9/10 off-target web results and varying the position
of the answer page between ranks 1, 3, 4, 8, and 10.
User interaction with the web results was operationalized
using two outcome measures:
• Found answer (binary-valued): equals 1 or 0 depending
on whether the participant found the answer page in
the initial SERP and selected this page as containing
the requested information.
• Number of web clicks (real-valued): number of times
the participant clicked on a web result presented in
the initial SERP. This measure included clicks on the
answer page as well as clicks on other web results in
the initial SERP.
Results for Study 1 are presented in Figure 4 in terms
of percentage of experimental units where the participant
found the answer page in the initial SERP (Figure 4(a)) and
the average number of times participants clicked on a web
result in the initial SERP (Figure 4(b)). Results are presented for all search sessions (all) and separately for those
search sessions where the answer page was presented in rank
1 3, 4, 8, and 10. With respect to the average number of
web clicks, the averages are less than one due to some participants leaving the initial SERP without clicking on any
of its web results.

Avg. Web Clicks in Initial SERP

4.
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(b) Number of Web Clicks in Initial SERP (real-valued)
Figure 4: Study 1 results in terms of (a) the percentage of search sessions where the participant found
the answer page in the initial SERP and (b) the average number of web-clicks (on the initial SERP) per
search session. Results are presented for all search
sessions (all) and separately for those search sessions
where the answer was presented at rank 1, 3, 4, 8,
and 10. The total number of search sessions (all)
was 9,600. The total number of search sessions for
each answer rank condition was 1,600.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show several important trends. As
might be expected, both outcome measures were greater
when the answer page was presented higher in the initial
SERP. In Figures 4(a) and 4(b), this trend can be observed
for all image conditions. The main effect of answer rank on
both outcome measures was statistically significant (found
answer page: χ2 (4) = 515.11, p < 0.001; number of web
clicks: F (4, 9599) = 76.18, p < 0.001). Bonferroni-adjusted
post-hoc comparisons were performed and, for both outcome measures, significant differences were found between
all answer-rank pairs except between ranks 8 and 10. Thus,
with respect to RQ1, Study 1 results show that the querysenses represented in the web results (and their ranks) have
an effect on user interaction with the web results.
In terms of RQ2, both outcome measures were greater
when the image results were more consistent with the search
task (see “all” in Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). The main effect
of blended images on both outcome measures was statistically significant (found answer page: χ2 (3) = 14.57, p =

4.2

Study 2 Results

In Study 2, we also manually manipulated the blending
of image results in the initial SERP and their query-sense
distribution (no images, all off-target, mixed, and all ontarget). The web results, however, were not manipulated.
Instead, we simply presented the algorithmic web results returned by the Bing Web Search API (which were cached in
advance). As previously described, in order to study the interaction between the images and the web results, our 80 experimental search tasks were grouped into bins based on the
number of web results on the target sense and their ranks.
User interaction with the web results was operationalized using the number times a participant clicked on a web result
presented in the initial SERP.
Results for Study 2 are presented in Figure 5 for all search
sessions combined (all) and separately for those search sessions associated with each bin (high, mid, and low). Results
are shown in terms of the average number of web-result clicks
(on the initial SERP) per search session. All numbers are
slightly less than one due to some participants leaving the
initial SERP without clicking on any web results.
1.000
Avg. Web Clicks in Initial SERP

0.002; number of web clicks: F (3, 9599) = 6.32, p < 0.001).
Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc comparisons show that found
answer was significantly higher in the on-target condition
than in the no images and off-target images conditions, and
that number of web clicks was significantly higher in the
on-target condition than for all other image conditions.
These results show that the images can affect user interaction with the web results. More specifically, when the senses
represented in the image results were more consistent with
the search task, users interacted with the web results more.
For example, when the images were all on-target, participants were 12% more likely to find the answer page than
when the images were all off-target (a change from 37.13%
to 41.83%) and 8% more likely than when the images had
mixed senses (a change from 38.67% to 41.83%). Likewise,
when the images were all on-target, participants clicked on
12% more web results in the initial SERP than when the images were all off-target (a change from 0.468 to 0.526) and
12% more than when the images had mixed senses (a change
from 0.469 to 0.526).
The differences between showing mixed images, all offtarget images, or no images at all were not significant. This
may be due to the fact that 9/10 web results in the initial
SERP (all except the answer page) were on the off-target
sense. From our data, it appears that in order to affect
users’ decisions to interact with web results more, the images
needed to all be on-target.
Figure 4 also shows the effect of images when the answer
page was presented in different ranks. Two important results
stand out. First, the images had an effect on both outcome
measures even when the answer page was presented in rank
1 and in rank 3 (above the image results, if presented). For
example, when the answer page was presented in rank 1,
participants were 12% more likely to find it when the images were on-target vs. off-target (a change from 55.21% to
61.67%). When the answer page was presented in rank 3,
participants were 19% more likely to find it when the images were on-target vs. off-target (a change from 41.04% to
48.75%). The effect of images was present even when the
answer page was ranked above the images.
The second trend worth noting is that when the answer
page was presented in rank 4, the images had less of an effect
on both outcome measures. For example, when the answer
page was presented in rank 4, participants were only 7%
more likely to find it when the images were on-target vs. offtarget (a change from 35.21% to 37.71%). This suggests that
participants noticed the images irrespective of the results
and subsequently made a brief downward scan, finding the
answer page in rank 4. Although our statistical analysis did
not show a significant interaction effect, Figure 4 shows that
the image condition had less of an effect when the answer
page was presented in rank 4 than in the other ranks.
To summarize, Study 1 results show a main effect from
the query-senses represented in the web results (the rank of
the answer page) and the query-senses represented in the
image results. These results also show that the degree of
influence from the image results depends on the web results.
The effect of the image results is diminished when the web
results contain a good result in a position that is likely to be
noticed given other information shown in the results page (in
our case, when the answer page was presented immediately
below the visually salient images).
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Figure 5: Study 2 results in terms of the average number of web-clicks (on the initial SERP) per
search session. Results are presented for all search
sessions (all) and separately for those search sessions
assigned to each bin. The total number of search
sessions (all) was 6,400. The high and low bins had
1,280 sessions each and the mid bin had 3,840.
Several results are worth noting. With respect to RQ1,
results show a greater number of web-result clicks (on the
initial SERP) during search tasks from higher bins. In other
words, user interaction with the web results in the initial
SERP was higher when more of the top web results presented
in the initial SERP were on the target sense (consistent
with the search task description). A one-way ANOVA shows
that the number of web clicks were significantly different for
search sessions associated with different bins (F (2, 6399) =
54.67, p < 0.001). Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc comparisons show significant differences between all bin-pairs: high
vs. mid (p = 0.047), mid vs. low (p < 0.001), and high
vs. low (p < 0.001).
With respect to RQ2, if we consider all search tasks together (all), the images had only a small effect on user interaction with the web results. A one-way ANOVA shows no
significant difference in the number of web clicks (on the ini-

5.

DISCUSSION

In Study 1, the web results in the initial SERP were manipulated by showing all off-target web results except for
the answer page, which was presented either in rank 1, 3,
4, 8, and 10. One concern is whether participants became
aware of this manipulation and knew where to look for the
answer page. We do not believe this was case, for two reasons. First, most experimental units were completed by participants who did not complete enough experimental units
to discover the manipulation. A total of 875 AMT workers participated in Study 1. About 30% of all experimental
units were completed by participants who completed 15 or
less, 53% were completed by participants who completed 30
or less, and 77% were completed by participants who completed 45 or less. Only about 7% of all experimental units
were completed by participants who completed more than
75. Second, while clicks on the initial SERPs presented during an experimental task were biased towards ranks 1, 3,
4, 8, and 10, clicks on the initial SERPs presented during
a distractor task (which presented algorithmic web results)
followed the typical click distribution (Figure 6).
With respect to our original research questions (RQ1-4),
Study 1 and Study 2 point towards the following conclusions. With respect to RQ1, the query-senses represented
in the web results have a clear effect on user interaction with
the web results. This trend was consistent in Study 1 and
Study 2. In Study 1, the position of the answer page had a
significant effect on both outcome measures. In study 2, the
bin assignment had a significant effect on the number of web
clicks in the initial SERP. With respect to RQ2 and RQ3,
results from Study 1 and Study 2 suggest that the image
results can have a significant effect on user interaction with
the web results. It depends, however, on the query-senses
represented in the web results. When many of the top web
results are on the target sense, such as in the experimental
units assigned to the high and mid bins in Study 2, then the

100%
90%
% of Initial SERP Clicks

tial SERP) across different image conditions (F (3, 6399) =
0.52, p = 0.666). If we consider each bin separately, however, we see a different result. While the images did not
have an effect on search sessions associated with the high
and mid bins, they did have an effect on sessions associated
with the low bin. A two-way ANOVA shows a significant
interaction effect of image condition and bin-assignment on
the number of web clicks (F (6, 6388) = 2.47, p = 0.022). A
simple main effect analysis shows that the image condition
had an effect in the low bin (p = 0.002), but not in the
high bin (p = 0.662) or in the mid bin (p = 0.954). Furthermore, bin-assignment had a significant effect in the no
images (p < 0.001), off-target images (p < 0.001), and mixed
images conditions (p < 0.001), but no significant effect in the
on-target images condition (p = 0.096). Bonferroni-adjusted
post-hoc comparisons show that within the low bin, there
were significantly more web clicks in the on-target images
condition than in the off-target images (p = 0.001) and no
images conditions (p = 0.001).
To summarize, Study 2 results show a main effect from the
query-senses represented in the web results and their ranks,
but no main effect from the query-senses represented in the
image results. However, we did find an interaction effect
between the web and image results. The image results had
a greater effect when the web results in the initial SERP
were the least consistent with the search task.
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Figure 6: Click distribution on initial SERPS associated with Study 1 distractor tasks.

effect of images is low. However, when only a few of the top
web results are on the target sense, such as in all experimental units in Study 1 and those assigned to the low bin in
Study 2, then the effect of images is high. With respect to
RQ4, Study 2 results show that, under certain conditions
(those associated with the low bin), the images can have an
effect on user interaction with state-of-the-art web results (in
our case, those retrieved by the Bing Web Search API). In
general, the effect of the images is likely to be greater when
the web results are highly diversified, with only one or two
web results consistent with the user’s intended query-sense.
Our results have important implications for different areas of IR research. Given a query, search engines return
various different types of information: web results, vertical results, query suggestions, advertisements, etc. Our results show that one component of the SERP can affect user
interaction with a different component of the SERP. The
challenge is that different types of information often originate from independent systems. Within aggregated search,
cross-component coherence should be taken into consideration when designing new techniques for vertical selection and
presentation as well as new methods for evaluation. Our results show that not all false-positive predictions are equal.
While our participants were not looking for images, presenting on-target vs. off-target images increased their interaction
with the web results. Finally, our results have implications
for work in diversity ranking. We found that the web results that were most susceptible to the effect of images were
those with only a few on-target web results in the top ranks.
Thus, the degree of diversification in the web results may
need to consider the degree of diversification within other
components on the SERP.
Study 1 and Study 2 were designed to determine whether
the image results can affect user interaction with the web results. Neither study, however, was designed to understand
why this effect takes place. One explanation is that users
assume that the query-sense distributions from different systems must be related (whether or not they understand that
aggregated results come from different back-end systems).
Users may assume that if all the images are on target (consistent with the search task), then all the web results must
be on-target, and that if all images are off-target (inconsistent with the search task), then all the web results must be

off-target. A second explanation is that incoherent aggregated results require a greater cognitive effort to process.
Users must learn that different senses of the query exist and
must reason about how to distinguish between them. Given
a set of incoherent results, the path of least effort for users
might be to issue a more specific query in hopes of more
coherent results. Future work may investigate the root of
this effect.

6.

CONCLUSION

Our objective was to determine whether image results can
affect user interaction with the web results. Our results
indicate that images can have an effect, but that it depends
on the web results. The images have a stronger effect when
the web results are not heavily skewed towards the user’s
desired query sense.
Several factors are likely to affect the magnitude with
which results from one particular vertical can influence user
interaction with the web results (or results from other verticals). First, in this study, we focused on image results, which
are visually salient. It remains to be seen whether these results generalize to text-based verticals like news. Second,
we always blended the image results between web ranks 3
and 4. The placement of the vertical results is likely to have
an effect. Third, the manner in which the vertical results
are combined with the web results may also be a factor.
Currently, the solution of choice is to blend vertical results
into the web results. Other ways of combining results are
possible, for example, by presenting results from different
systems in clearly marked sections or blocks. A blocked interface may make it more explicit that different types of results come from independent systems and should be judged
independently. Finally, attributes of the user and the search
task may factor in as well. More experienced searchers may
be less affected by aggregated search coherence. Or, aggregated search coherence may affect search behavior less in
situations where the user is unaware of the multiple senses
of the query, for example, when a user is conducting an exploratory search to learn about an unfamiliar topic. These
are all open questions for future research.
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